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V8.10 Release Notes
YPLM#

New Features

YPLM-6844

Admin Folder: Added a new app setting to better display field labels to avoid confusion in
regards to which fields have populated data vs blank fields. The
DisplayLabelsAboveFieldsOnForms setting is located within the Admin > Setting > General
area.

AIPLUG-415

Adobe Plugin: The Adobe Plugin now includes available YPLM Color libraries (Corporate
library, Pantone, or A&E thread libraries ) when building a color palette within the Color
Extension in Illustrator. Users can also perform a global search across all available color
libraries when searching by color code/name.
Adobe Plugin: Updated the Style Extension page descriptions for the BOM Tab when
adding Material and Colorway to match YPLM.

AIPLUG-614

AIPLUG-865

Adobe Plugin: Updated the Color Extension page with the ability for a user to delete a color
palette if the color palette contains no colors.

UIMOD-6549

Application Configuration: Updated the tooltip, within all grids containing the drag and
drop ability, to display the corresponding tips.

YPLM-7549

YPLM-7103
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Artboards: Updated the Style Artboard logic for the following workflow pages: Text-Image,
Freelance Design, Design Details, and Design Details Custom.
● When an artboard is used on a Style for the first time, insert the artboard pages, in
the order they appear, at the bottom of the page/sorting.
● If a user adds another image inside PLM, it will automatically add that to the bottom
of the sort list.
● If a user adds images from a second artboard file to a Style, the images are added to
the bottom of the sort list.
● Images that are added to a Style from the first artboard file should not be removed
when a second artboard file is added.
● Images that were manually added to a Style should not be removed when an
artboard is added to the page.
● After initially uploading images from the plugin, changing sorting in PLM will not
change sorting back in the plugin and vice versa.
Bill of Labor: Added highlighting of editable and unlinked fields with an orange border on
the Style’s Bill Of Labor Edit page and BOL Template Edit page. This is similar to the
Measurement workflow page in regards to linked vs unlinked POMs.
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YPLM-7407 Color Folder: Updated the Pantone Coated library with 294 new colors.

YPLM-7408

Color Folder: Updated the Pantone Uncoated library with 294 new colors.

YPLM-7409

Color Folder: Updated the Pantone FHI Cotton TCX library with 315 new colors.

YPLM-7410

Color Folder: Updated the Pantone FHI Paper TPG library with 315 new colors.

YPLM-4716

Control Panel: Removed a redundant fabric checkbox from the Style category.

YPLM-6144

Image Folder: The Image Folder now supports uploads of HEIC files.

UIMOD-4078

Line List: Updated the Line List’s Remove style popup user interface.

UIMOD-6384

Line List: Updated the Line List’s Showroom Quantity page to include an indent at the
bottom of the page resembling other pages within the Line List.

UIMOD-6607

Line List: Removed the hand cursor from the grid where a selection is not applicable.

UIMOD-6548

Material Folder: Updated the Material Folder’s Care workflow user interface.

YPLM-6855
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Material Folder: Added tooltips to multi-select fields to display all selected field values.
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UIMOD-6611 Measurement Page: Added Audit fields to the “Add POMs from Template/ Replace the
template” popup on the Style Measurement page.

YPLM-6085

Sample Request: Added the Measurement page title name to the top panel of each Sample
Submit.

YPLM-7115,

Sample Request: Updated the Style Sample Request Timeline view to include the name of
the Measurement page used in a specific Sample Submit within the popup that can be
shown when the user hovers over Submit.

YPLM-7418

Sample Request: Added configurability to the Sample Request’s Certificate of Conformity
Sample Type Template grid. Users can apply the same configurations from the Control
panel > Templates > Sample Testing template to the Certificate of Conformity grid.

YPLM-6876

Style BOM: The BOM with or without material types now includes view options.

YPLM-7259

Style BOM: Added a new configurable option for the 'BOM ' Field to add to Line List > Flash
Edit> Style header grid. This will allow users to mass update a Style’s BOM used within the
Line List.

YPLM-6903

Style BOM Colorway: Updated the Style’s BOM Colorway > Swap Colorway > Select Color
Palette where any selected colors are no longer available for selection to replace other
colors when working within the BOM.

UIMOD-3981

Style Folder: Updated the Style Marker’s Edit marker page user interface.

UIMOD-3982

Style Folder: Updated the Style Model’s Edit Model page user interface.

UIMOD-4248

Style Folder: Updated the Style Folder’s Line List user interface.

UIMOD-4249

Style Folder: Updated the Style’s Line List ‘add existing’ popup user interface.
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UIMOD-6348 Style Folder: Updated the alignment of columns on the Style’s Bill of Labor workflow page
Break link functionality to be left-aligned.

UIMOD-6587

YPLM-7237

UIMOD-6641

YPLM-6019

YPLM-6020

YPLM-7267

YPLM-7457
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Style Folder: Updated the user interface for the Sample Request’s new sample request
function for a style that contains variations.

Style SKU: Updated the filtering logic of SKU items to improve performance and
consistency between the SKU page and SKU API.

Style Tech Pack: Updated the Style Tech Pack’s Status user interface.

Style Tech Pack: Added a new feature to allow a user to define a Tech Pack version field
(example: development TP, PreProd, Production Ready, etc.), that can be seasonal or
non-seasonal. A user can also create comments with the Tech Pack Panel to clarify changes.
Once the Tech Pack is created it will contain the assigned version text and comments.
Style Tech Pack: Updated the Style’s Tech Pack page edit logic so that if a Tech pack status
is set to Approved, it will not allow a user to create NEW tech Packs or delete existing tech
packs. Users will still have access to view/download/comment, share existing tech packs,
but not create new tech packs or delete existing tech packs. This includes areas around the
application that have the ability to generate a tech pack (i.e. Line List, Sourcing, Sample
Request, etc.) If the status is then changed to anything else, the user will be able to
continue to create Tech Packs.
Style Tech Pack: Created two new Tech Pack print options:
1) Tech Pack Version History - seasonal option (landscape and portrait)
2) Combined Tech Pack Version History - all seasons (landscape and portrait)
User View: Updated the Style Sample Timeline View to include the name of the
Measurement page used in a specific Sample Submit within the popup that can be shown
when the user hovers over Submit.
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YPLM#
7122

Admin: Corrected an issue with Admin setting: StyleMaterialsReadFromLib, where Tech Pack
icon status was not being updated correctly when materials were being updated.

7123

BOM: Corrected the Dimensional BOM so that it now tracks dimensional value updates eg
Color, Qty, etc.

7537

Line List: Corrected an issue in the Line List Flash Edit Style Header, where the search and
columns sorting in the grid caused data to be modified.

7686

Line List: Corrected an issue in the Line List Flash Edit page, where the grid headers display an
incorrect layout when adding the calendarbox field type.

7426

Material Folder: Corrected an issue in the Material Folder's search area, where the Material
type 'trims' associated with the Material Sub-Type was not showing correctly in the filter.

7400

Style SKU: Corrected an issue in the Style SKU page where grouping in the grid was not able to
be expanded.

7497

Style SKU: Corrected an issue in the Style SKU page where saving changes within the SKU grid
on the second page resulted in unsaved changes.

7220

Style Tech Pack: Corrected an issue in the Tech Pack PDF where the application code did not
take into consideration the user’s timezone selection in the User profile.

7349

Style Tech Pack: Corrected an issue in control panel > Predefined tech pack area where empty
value for tech pack cover page dropdown was selected and caused errors during tech pack
creation.
Style Tech Pack: Corrected an issue where report name changes within the
Admin>Settings>Report> area were not updated within the Style Tech Pack’s On the Fly area.

7520

7546
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Defect List

Style SKU: Corrected an issue in the Style SKU page where the Dimensions drop-down
selections were lost after saving for non-English users.
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